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Bacteria in the News

Select one (1) of the following topics listed below. Investigate it thoroughly using the guidelines
provided. Write a 1+ page research report demonstrating your understanding of the role of bacteria as it applies to this issue.

1. The Maple Leaf Foods listeria outbreak last fall caused many concerns among Canadians. Elaborate on what caused this problem, why this happened, when this occurred, how did this situation go undetected and how was it eventually identified. What are the lasting effects of this situation on food handling?

2. All bacterium are not bad and 'probiotics' are proof of this. Explain what probiotics are, what are they used for, how they are used, what foods are associated with their use, the advantages and disadvantages (even good things have a negative side!) of their usage. Your report should support the premise that all bacteria is not bad.

3. The Walkerton water scandal opened Canada's eyes to the importance of proper handling of our water. Elaborate on what caused this problem, why this happened, when this occurred, who was most adversely affected (not their names but the age grouping of people most adversely affected), how did this situation go undetected and how was it eventually identified. What are the lasting effects of this situation on water handling?

4. Some people will go to great lengths to achieve physical attractiveness but at what cost? Investigate the issue of 'Botox' injections by delineating what this process involves (be specific), how is it achieved, what the advantages and disadvantages, what are the costs (both economic and emotional/physical) involved, where on the body is this used. In your opinion is this an appropriate use of 'food science' know ledge/technology?

5. What are the roles of bacteria and mold in the cheese making process? What do bacteria and mold contribute to cheese? Elaborate.

Format Considerations: (Follow APA Style)
* when referencing in the body of your paper (meaning that you are using information from this site) the format is to provide the name of the site in brackets, year; i.e. (American Medical Association, 2003)
* You must provide the web-site addresses of at least 2-3 sources, and you must cite (identify) your sources of information at the end of your paper.
* your list of references should list the references in alphabetical order using the following format: (Do not include the bolded headings shown below)
Computer program: Statistics Canada (2002). _E-~Stat [Computer Program]. Ottawa, ON: Author.
Internet site, author known,
Author, A.A. (2000). Title of work. Retrieved Month day, year,_h_ttp~:_//_____
Internet site, author unknown, no date avaiJable Name of the site, (n.d.). Retrieved Month day, year, from http://_______

* Your paper is to be in your own words - AVOID PLAGARISM!
If you don't know what something means then don't include it in your paper.
* Use effort, thought, proper grammar, punctuation, spelling - make this a quality work.

You might try the following websites: 
askjeeves.com 	foodreference.com	biography.com 	bartelby.com

